References sion on the aetiology of neurosis, as would be expected from the title, is heavily Freudian in its orientation, though it is refreshingly free of unclarified jargon and contains generally excellent analyses from the interelationship of neurosis and problems of life and their links with the concept of moral strength. (It is a pity that the brief allusion to psychopathy reveals a restriction of view similar to that exhibited in the section on illness and one sometimes glimpses evidence of a somewhat quaint dated morality within the generalisations.)
We continue on a firmer ground in the chapters on psychoanalysis itself with a good discussion of free association and thoughtful clarifications of the nature of psychoanalytic interpretation. Even if we find ourselves disagreeing, it is undeniable that we have a sense that the author knows what he is talking about and has given it deep consideration.
The central chapter on "Insight and Change" makes the important distinction between the insight which a psychoanalytic interpretation may provide and the development of this into self knowledge as a result of what the patient does with the insight. There are good things here but the discussion of the unconscious seems to this reviewer to be conceptually confused and
The final chapters on "Healing and Growth of the Self', "Self Control and Autonomy" and "Values and Psychoanalytic Therapy" are marred on the one hand by the fact that the author apparently swallows Melanie Klein whole (pardon the metaphor) and enhanced the other by illuminating references to Jung. Jung's wisdom and intelligence shine through the quotations and encourage one to return to the somewhat indigestible writings of this great man.
On balance, this is a book that can be recommended to those wishing to deepen their knowledge of the putative processes of change in psychoanalytic therapy. The review was, in fact, the work of Carolyn Quadrio. We apologise to Dr. Quadrio and to readers for this error.
of Psychiatry 1989; 23: 131) was erroneously attributed to John W. Taylor.
